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Abstract Current research suggests that changes in societal demands or in political institutions propelled the far-reaching reduction of American external trade barriers since the mid-1930s, yet is unable to account for the exact pattern or timing of trade liberalization. I argue instead that exporters lobby more against losses than in favor of gains of foreign market access. Whenever foreign countries inhibit access to their markets by establishing a discriminatory trading arrangement, negatively affected exporters mobilize in defense of their interests. This lobbying then prompts excluded countries’ governments to engage in policies aimed at the protection of exporter interests. Applying this argument to U.S. trade policies from the 1930s to the 1960s, I demonstrate that American exporters repeatedly mobilized in response to discrimination in Europe. The resulting peaks in exporter mobilization explain the passage of the important trade bills known as the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act (1934) and Trade Expansion Act (1962).
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INTRODUCTION A comparison of present-day low levels of American tariff and non-tariff barriers with the high levels of trade barriers in the interwar period suggests that over the last seventy years an impressive liberalization of United States (U.S.) trade relations has taken place. Contrary to common opinion, this liberalization has not been an even and monotonic process. Following a series of trade agreements which substantially reduced U.S. trade barriers between 1934 and 1947, practically no tariff cuts took place from 1948 until the early 1960s. In fact, a reversal and upward development of tariff levels seemed possible at that time, only staved off by a new wave of trade liberalization in the 1960s. This protectionist interlude is particularly astonishing considering that it occurred within the decade following the creation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT, 1947) and during the epoch of American hegemony, both of which are often credited with having brought about lower trade barriers. What explains this temporal pattern of U.S. trade liberalization between the mid1930s and the 1960s? By proposing that exporters lobby more against losses than in favor of gains of foreign market access, I provide an original response to this question. In particular, exporters mobilize against losses inflicted on them by the discriminatory trade policies of foreign countries, such as preferential trading arrangements. These arrangements, even if they do not give rise to higher external barriers, impose concentrated costs on third-country exporters in the form of trade diversion (Viner, 1950; Panagariya, 2000). An excluded country’s government reacts to the resulting mobilization of exporters by engaging in policies aimed at the protection of exporter interests, an objective most likely achieved by way of lowering foreign discriminatory trade barriers. With the government’s desire for negotiated agreement increased, however, it has to accept a balance of concessions in negotiations with countries
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included in a discriminatory arrangement that it would have rejected in the absence of greater exporter lobbying. I examine the explanatory power of this argument in a systematic study of U.S. trade policies from the 1930s to the 1960s. This period, with its major trade bills, is arguably the most crucial one for understanding modern American trade policy. The analysis reveals that the mobilization of American exporters in reaction to the system of Imperial Preferences set up by the United Kingdom in 1932 was a crucial factor in the passage and persistence of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act (RTAA, 1934). The RTAA consequently neither “empower[ed] exporters” (Gilligan, 1997) nor was designed to “protect Congress” (Destler, 2005:14-16) by delegating trade authority to the president. Instead, its purpose was to protect exporter interests by reducing the negative external effects of foreign preferential tariffs. Importantly, in this explanation the RTAA is no longer a “magic bullet” (Hiscox, 1999) that somehow miraculously brought about a change in American trade policies, but itself a consequence of prior mobilization on the part of American exporters. The reasoning proposed here also offers a new explanation for the creation of the international trading regime following World War II, deeming it not a product of American hegemony, but of U.S. weakness in the face of foreign discrimination hurting American exporters’ access to Commonwealth markets. By pushing other countries to accept the principle of nondiscrimination, the U.S. administration hoped to protect the interests of American exporters. In the 1950s, as the article makes evident, trade liberalization was deadlocked because exporters failed to mobilize in the absence of foreign discrimination. Only after the creation of the European Economic Community (EEC, 1958) did Congress pass two substantial trade bills, namely, the bill extending the RTAA in 1958 and the Trade Expansion Act (1962), which allowed for further tariff cuts. Once understood as a major shift away from the
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stagnation in the previous period, explaining this epoch, which so far has largely been neglected by theoretical studies of U.S. trade policy, becomes essential for an understanding of American trade liberalization. I propose that the two bills were responses to the detrimental effects of European integration on American exporters. The resulting Dillon (1960-62) and Kennedy (1964-67) rounds of international trade negotiations led to the most far-reaching negotiated trade liberalization up to that time. Several broader implications of the article merit attention. For one, the argument presented here contributes to the analysis of the determinants of state preferences concerning foreign economic policies. So far, scholars have often found it difficult to explain rapid changes in aggregate state preferences based on the balance of societal interests, since this balance is supposed to change only incrementally, mostly in line with the economic development of a country. I show how foreign countries’ policies, by influencing specific groups’ incentives to organize, can lead to rapid shifts in the relative political strength of domestic interests. The article also adds to the debate about the consequences of regionalism by showing that under specific circumstances, preferential trade agreements can initiate a process of overall trade liberalization (see also Oye, 1992; Gruber, 2001). Both in the 1930s and in the 1960s, the U.S. reacted to foreign discrimination with initiatives to liberalize trade relations. The article proceeds as follows. In the next section, I set out the standard explanations for the liberalization of U.S. trade policies and argue that they either fall short of pinning down the starting point of trade liberalization or of explaining the specific pattern of liberalization over time. I then develop a distinctive theoretical argument that stresses exporters’ low incentives to lobby for gains of foreign market access and their capacity to become politically active when facing losses. The core of the article provides an in-depth examination of the explanatory power of the argument for U.S. trade policies from the early
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1930s until the 1960s. In the penultimate section, I suggest the possibility of extending the protection-for-exporters argument to explain European and Japanese trade policies in response to the creation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA, 1994). I conclude with a section that summarizes the argument and the empirical evidence presented. TRADE LIBERALIZATION: SOCIETAL DEMANDS OR THE EFFECT OF INSTITUTIONS? The puzzle of what explains U.S. trade liberalization has received ample scholarly attention. In an attempt to simplify the resulting large number of explanations, I distinguish two main strands in this literature, namely the societal and institutional approaches. Authors utilizing the former approach point to societal demands as the main determinants of trade policy choices. Prominently, Michael Hiscox (1999) maintains that the liberalization of American external trade relations resulted from changes in the constituencies represented by the Democratic and the Republican Parties, partly caused by a decline in the geographic concentration of industry and by shifts in U.S. comparative advantage. In the early decades of the twentieth century, the Democratic Party’s pool of primary constituents changed from consisting mainly of free-trade oriented farmers in the southern parts of the U.S. to including voters from metropolitan areas. Consequently, the Party abandoned its traditional policy of unilateral tariff reductions and instead adopted a platform of reciprocal trade liberalization. Since the traditionally import-competing Republican constituency also became increasingly heterogeneous, from the 1950s onwards the trade stances of the two parties converged. For Hiscox, this convergence explains the observed pattern of U.S. trade policies over the last half century. Notwithstanding the key insights contained in Hiscox’s account, the study’s explanatory power for the puzzle at hand is limited because of a rather imprecise prediction of the timing of different steps of trade liberalization. In particular, Hiscox’s data on changes in
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party constituencies reveal that already in the 1920s the Republicans had a more exportoriented and less import-competing constituency than the Democrats. Nevertheless, until the late 1960s, the Democrats were more supportive overall of reciprocal trade liberalization than the Republicans (Destler, 2005:31). Since it took so much time for the changes in the constituency bases of the two parties to produce a reversal of party positions, when exactly should these changes have impacted trade policies? Hiscox’s argument is not the only one that fails to account for the timing of the various steps towards trade liberalization. Most other societal explanations of trade liberalization face the same problem. Consider Kerry Chase’s argument that a rise in the number of firms benefiting from economies of scale and relatively flat cost gradients shifted the U.S.’s aggregate trade policy preference towards trade liberalization (2005). Although it is likely that the large domestic market made some U.S. sectors increasingly competitive in international markets in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, it is difficult to say at which point in time this incremental development should have resulted in trade liberalization. In this article, I complement these studies by providing a trigger that can predict the timing of changes in trade policies. Next to the societal approach, institutional explanations have a prominent place in the literature on U.S. trade liberalization. The common basis of many studies adhering to this line of reasoning is that American trade liberalization came about as a reaction to the highly protectionist Smoot-Hawley Act (1930) (Bauer, Pool and Dexter, 1972; Haggard, 1988; O’Halloran, 1994). The logrolling that led to Smoot-Hawley, and the possibly negative effects on economic growth of this bill, according to this account, taught legislators that they would all be better off if they managed to restrain themselves from voting for trade protection. For this reason, in the RTAA legislators protected themselves from constituents’ demands by delegating trade policy authority to the president, who then engaged in trade negotiations to reduce levels of trade protection. Later, this argument goes, Congress maintained the RTAA
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because free trade policies led to the disappearance of some import-competing industries due to increased competition (Bailey, Goldstein and Weingast, 1997), and because the legislation empowered exporter interests by allowing for reciprocal trade agreements (Gilligan, 1997). The existence of an international trading regime, which helped states overcome problems of international cooperation (Keohane, 1984; Bagwell and Staiger, 1999; Sherman, 2002), and the U.S.’s hegemonic position after World War II (Krasner, 1976; Gilpin, 1987) may have further facilitated trade liberalization. These supply-side arguments thus provide a clear prediction for the timing and pattern of trade liberalization, namely, that tariffs should have undergone a steady reduction after 1934 or at least after 1945. 1 Yet, as I will show in more detail later, this prediction does not withstand empirical scrutiny. While a set of trade agreements led to substantial tariff reductions from the mid1930s onwards, during the long decade from 1947 until 1958, the process of liberalization not only stagnated but, if anything, was on the verge of reversal.2 Not before the end of the Kennedy Round in the mid-1960s did American tariffs again undergo substantial reductions. In short, while most societal accounts fail to pin down the exact starting date of trade liberalization, institutional explanations fall short of explaining the observable pattern of tariff cuts over time. In the following, I provide a fresh examination of the process of U.S. trade liberalization that tries to overcome the shortcomings of the existing literature. POLITICAL ACTION, BARGAINING, AND THE PROTECTION OF EXPORTERS In line with the societal approach, my explanation for trade liberalization starts with domestic actors that can opt to exercise political influence to achieve their objectives. Collective action problems, which arise when the benefits of an action are available to all members of a group regardless of whether they contributed to the costs of provision of the good (Olson, 1965), make sure that only economic interests with concentrated gains or losses can make use of this option. Consumers and other diffuse interests, consequently, should
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hardly ever be capable of influencing trade policy choices. This exclusionary mechanism mainly favors specific industries lobbying for the maintenance of high domestic trade barriers to protect them from import competition. Exporters, who potentially profit from a lowering of foreign trade barriers achieved by way of reciprocal trade agreements, can also engage in political action. Several obstacles, however, should ensure that they frequently lack the necessary incentives to do so. First, potential exporters are often not aware of the opportunities they stand to lose due to high foreign trade barriers. Being fully attentive to these opportunities would require constant scanning of foreign markets, a process that tends to be costly. Second, even if exporters know of an opportunity, they cannot be certain about the benefits they would reap from political action, as foreign tariffs are not under the direct control of the domestic government. Instead, they can only be affected by way of trade negotiations. The time lag between the negotiation of an international trade agreement and its implementation, in turn, makes predicting the economic impact of the agreement extremely difficult. Foreign governments can also enact domestic industrial policies, which may not even be in clear violation of a trade agreement, but still undo its liberalizing effects. Finally, and most importantly, the effects of such an agreement are unknown: it is often difficult for an exporter to know whether she, or possibly another rival exporter from the same country, will capitalize on improved foreign market access. The problem is further compounded if trade agreements follow the most-favorednation principle, hence giving exporters from several countries the same access to previously protected markets (Goldstein and Martin, 2000:607-08). Exporters thus face several problems: information gathering concerning opportunities is costly; the benefits from lowering foreign trade barriers are uncertain; and, if there are benefits, each individual exporter does not know whether she or somebody else will reap them. For exporters, consequently, the costs of mobilization should often outweigh the
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anticipated benefits, making them only rarely engage in political action to improve foreign market access. To be precise, the prediction is not for exporters to be completely absent from the political process.3 There will always be some that manage to overcome the obstacles just mentioned, either because they have particularly easy access to information or because they are monopolists. Rather, the expectation derived from such a standard political economy approach to trade policy-making (Anderson and Baldwin, 1987) is that import-competing interests should clearly dominate over exporting ones. I go beyond this standard approach when proposing that the prediction changes fundamentally whenever exporters have to act in defense of their existing trade shares abroad rather than in pursuit of potential gains. Above all, the creation of a discriminatory trading arrangement among principal foreign markets imposes costs upon exporters barred from participation. Due to trade diversion, which replaces lower-cost supplies from the rest of the world with higher-cost production from within the borders of the discriminatory arrangement, these exporters lose a part of their market share (or at least some of the profits) to competitors producing inside the preferential trading zone (Viner, 1950; Panagariya, 2000). For two reasons, this cause of injury is particularly significant. First, preferential agreements threaten access to two or more countries at the same time. Second, the larger market size can confer upon foreign competitors dynamic gains in the form of economies of scale or competitioninduced increases in the rate of innovation, to the long-term detriment of exporters in excluded countries. Even if a preferential agreement not only diverts but also creates trade, the excluded exporters’ situation does not change significantly. The gains from trade creation go to exporters in the member countries of the agreement and thus fail to offset excluded exporters’ losses from trade diversion. For two reasons, exporters facing losses find themselves in a situation that is substantially different from the one in which they have to decide whether to lobby for
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possible gains of foreign market access. On the one hand, exporters are more easily informed about losses than about possible gains. Whereas in the latter situation they have to scan foreign markets continuously, in the former they can rely on fire-alarm type mechanisms, making the acquisition of relevant information cheaper. On the other hand, whereas in the pro-active situation exporters are uncertain about whom among them will reap the gains of better foreign market access, in the reactive situation those exporters who already supply a share of the foreign market are sure that when reestablishing the old competitive conditions they will be able to garner the benefits of maintaining their market shares. In short, exporters are easily informed about losses that result from the trade policies of foreign countries and – even more importantly – know who among them will benefit from lobbying that protects existing market access. A loss of foreign market access due to a foreign preferential trade arrangement thus increases affected exporters’ expected benefits from political mobilization, which should make it more likely that they engage in political activity.4 For this effect to come about, exporters do not have to face actual losses in the absolute levels of exports. A loss of market shares in a booming economy that enables foreign firms to become more competitive may hurt as much as actual export losses in a shrinking market. This reasoning can be stated succinctly in the following hypothesis: exporters increase their lobbying efforts whenever they face losses of foreign market access due to the formation of a preferential trading arrangement among foreign countries. As discrimination differs across products, the reactions of different producers should vary, as well; those exposed to the strongest discrimination should be the keenest to mobilize. At the same time, import-competing interests in the same country are unlikely to substantially increase their lobbying activity because of their already high degree of mobilization. Whereas I expect opposition to trade liberalization to prevail before the creation of a preferential trading arrangement among foreign countries, the balance
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of domestic interests should shift in favor of exporters once they feel the negative consequences of such an arrangement. Evidently, the balance of interests in a country alone does not provide a complete explanation for policy outcomes. Several studies show that the preferences of parties, politicians, and voters can influence trade policy outcomes. I deliberately abstract away from such factors when assuming that politicians, who care about reelection, design policies with the aim of avoiding the imposition of concentrated costs on societal actors (see also De Bièvre and Dür, 2005). Their reason for doing so is that they fear that discontented organized groups could induce voters to punish the incumbent politicians or parties. Based on this assumption, governments should react to a mobilization of exporters with an initiative aimed at the reduction of the discrimination stemming from the preferential trading arrangement. At the same time, they should try to limit the costs imposed by such an initiative upon importcompeting interests. Although it would seem easiest for a government to achieve this dual objective by subsidizing exports to an extent that allows exporters to regain the market shares lost, this option is excluded by the fact that foreign countries would most likely impose countervailing duties in response. Consequently, governments have to resort to negotiations with foreign countries to achieve protection for exporters, a process that necessarily entails some concessions to the member countries of the preferential trading arrangement that may hurt domestic import-competing interests. Since politicians thus have to find a balance between satisfying exporter interests and maintaining protection for import-competitors, the relative strength of the two constituencies should determine the extent of the initiative in favor of exporters. Only a major shift in the domestic balance of interests should lead to a substantial change in the trade policies pursued by a country. In the negotiations with the member countries of a preferential arrangement, the stronger the lobbying effort by export interests, the higher are the government’s opportunity
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costs of foregoing an agreement. Since in this situation a no-agreement outcome is unattractive to the government of an excluded country, it has to avoid a breakdown in the negotiations, and thus should be willing to make considerable concessions to achieve a compromise. Consequently, the mobilization of exporters makes a government accept a negotiated agreement that it would have rejected in the absence of foreign discrimination given the costs that it imposes upon domestic import-competing interests. The outcome of negotiations hence moves closer to the foreign government’s ideal point, enabling that government to accept a negotiated agreement as well. The extent of the shift depends on the degree of discrimination a preferential arrangement imposes on the home country and that country’s vulnerability to changes in trade flows. Formulated as a second hypothesis, the mobilization of exporters makes a government accept a balance of concessions in an exchange of market access with foreign countries that it would have rejected given the prior balance of domestic interests. In the following sections, I examine the explanatory power of my two hypotheses for the liberalization of American trade policies from the 1930s to the 1960s using a wide variety of primary and secondary sources. For this purpose, I set out the pattern of discrimination over time and use this evidence to predict the expected pattern of exporter mobilization and of American initiatives in favor of exporter interests. I then check whether these predictions are borne out by the available evidence. Besides engaging in congruence testing using the three variables (losses, exporter mobilization, and trade policy choices), I also draw on processrelated evidence to substantiate the causal relation. THE DEGREE OF DISCRIMINATION OVER TIME Based on the argument presented, at what times during the period from the 1930s until the 1960s should the U.S. have followed a policy of protection for exporters? The first step towards providing a response to this question is to establish the degree of discrimination over
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time. U.S. exporters’ foreign market access was quite secure until the late 1920s and early 1930s, when many countries in Europe and elsewhere started to conclude preferential agreements to maintain markets for their exports in a process feeding back on itself. France, one of the first countries to move in this direction, created a free trade area with its colonies in 1928 that increased the territories’ share of total French trade from 16 percent in 1928 to 27 percent in 1938 (Anderson and Norheim, 1993:94). Relatively few American exports, however, were affected by this move. More important for American exporters was the decision by the United Kingdom – the largest trading partner of the U.S. at that time – to impose discriminatory trade barriers on practically all non-Empire imports in 1931 and 1932 (Rowland, 1987:41-49). The Imperial Economic Conference in Ottawa among the Commonwealth countries then further elaborated this unilateral imposition of preferential trade barriers in July 1932. The system of Imperial Preferences established in Ottawa had a significant influence on trade flows, causing losses for American exporters and a heavy increase in the Commonwealth countries’ share of total British imports. While the percentage of imports to the United Kingdom originating in the U.S. fell from around 15 percent in 1930 to around 11 percent in 1934, the percentage coming from the Empire increased from 29 percent in 1930 to more than 40 percent in 1938 (Pomfret, 1988:49). U.S. exporters of primary products such as apples, citrus fruits, ham, lumber, pork, tobacco, and wheat, which faced competitors in Commonwealth countries, were especially affected by these changes in trade patterns. Only in the 1950s did Imperial Preferences become less threatening for American exporters, as the share of total British trade accounted for by the former colonies fell from 48 to 39 percent between 1948 and 1958 (Anderson and Norheim, 1993:93). In the 1950s, as evidenced by econometric analyses, European trade policies, even if sometimes of a discriminatory nature (Hieronymi, 1973), did not have a detrimental impact
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Figure 1: U.S. Exports to Four Major European Countries as a Share of These Countries’ Total Imports
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Note: The graph reports American exporters’ access to European markets, calculated as the sum of U.S. exports to France, Germany, Italy, and the United Kingdom divided by the sum of these countries’ total imports. I omitted the war and immediate postwar years because trade flows were heavily distorted at that time. For the same reason, the data for 1948 and 1949 exclude West Germany and Italy. Source: The author’s calculations on data for U.S. exports come from the U.S. Bureau of the Census (1976) and data for European total imports and Italian imports from the U.S. come from Mitchell (1992), with national trade data converted into dollars using exchange rate data from Officer (2002). on American exports (Aitken, 1973; Bayoumi and Eichengreen, 1995). During this period, European countries still traded less with each other than their geographical proximity would lead one to expect.5 In addition, the growth of trade among the future EEC members between 1953-55 and 1956-1958 was substantially the same as the growth of trade among other countries over this period (Bayoumi and Eichengreen, 1995:13). A systematic analysis of trade data mirrors the results obtained in econometric studies (see Figure 1). After having suffered significant losses of market access in the 1930s, U.S. exporters had the opportunity to regain their share of European markets (with the exception of 1955 when France moved to stabilize its currency by limiting dollar imports). This evidence allows the conclusion that in the 1950s European trade policies did not threaten American exporters’ access to European markets.
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Only after the formation of the EEC in the late 1950s did American exporters’ access to the European markets again deteriorate. Although the EEC simply averaged the tariff levels existing in the six member countries, the establishment of a customs union threatened to exclude American exporters from their most important markets (Piquet, 1958:133; Kreinin, 1959:618). Among the industrial products most threatened by trade diversion were exports of electrical and industrial machinery, machine tools, certain chemicals, and automobiles. Of still greater consequence than trade diversion in industrial products were expected losses of agricultural exports. The Common Agricultural Policy implemented by the EEC member countries introduced variable levies, which serve to maintain prices at a level determined in advance, on a large variety of agricultural goods. Early on, exporters in excluded countries realized that this system would encourage further agricultural production in Europe to an extent that would considerably reduce the importation of agricultural goods. In addition, the exportation of eventual overproduction at world market prices would increase competition in excluded countries. The rapid reduction of American poultry exports to the EEC after the EEC imposed a variable levy on this product in early 1962 provides a particularly striking example of these developments (Preeg, 1970:74-77). The parallel creation of the European Free Trade Association (1960) among seven European countries further added to the threat posed to American exports. This discussion of discrimination over time leads to the prediction of peaks in exporter mobilization in the 1930s and the 1960s and a trough in the 1950s. With the lobbying effort by import-competing interests expected to remain high throughout the three periods, policies in protection of exporter interests should have been implemented in the 1930s and the 1960s, but not in the 1950s. These predictions differ in several respects from the ones derived from the two main alternative theories discussed above. The societal approach, as presented by Michael Hiscox (1999), suggests that import-competing interests should have been weak in
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the years after World War II, when the U.S. enjoyed a substantial surplus in the balance of trade. U.S. trade policies should have become more liberal in the postwar years as Republicans adopted a more liberal trade policy stance. According to the institutionalist approach, exporters should have mobilized in the aftermath of the passage of the RTAA of 1934. In the 1950s and the 1960s, they should have become gradually stronger, whereas import-competing interests should have lost in importance. The result should have been a progressively more liberal trade policy. In the following two sections, I examine which of these competing predictions are congruent with the available evidence. DISCRIMINATION AND THE MOBILIZATION OF EXPORTERS The Reaction of U.S. Exporters to Imperial Preferences In the 1929 hearings for the Smoot-Hawley Act, import-competing firms still dominated in numbers all other kinds of witnesses. As argued in E.E. Schattschneider’s landmark study of this trade legislation, “the pressures supporting the tariff [were] made overwhelming by the fact that the opposition [was] negligible” (1934:285). Yet, when foreign countries engaged in preferential trade policies at the beginning of the 1930s, as expected by the protection-forexporters argument, American exporters substantially increased their level of political activity. In 1932, the export manager of the Black & Decker Manufacturing Company even called upon other exporters to form a “militant group” and to ask the government for help in regaining lost foreign markets, because the “export professions as a group has been inarticulate” (quoted in Export Trade Loss Difficult to Regain 1932, 10). In the same year, exporters established pressure groups such as the World Trade League and Fair Tariff League with the explicit purpose of advocating reciprocal trade agreements (Reciprocal Tariff Urged to Aid Trade 1932, 14; U.S. Congress, House Committee on Ways and Means, 1934:89). Exporters also used the American Exporters and Importers Association, the American Manufacturers Export Association, the Foreign Commerce Club of New York, the National
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Automobile Chamber of Commerce, and the Tariff Institute as platforms to push their demands.6 When addressing politicians, the groups explicitly complained about the negative consequences of Imperial Preferences. In June 1933, in a telegram to President Franklin D. Roosevelt, the representatives of 41 companies drew attention to the need for reciprocal agreements to avoid losses of foreign market access resulting from the system of Imperial Preferences.7 Similarly, the International Apple Association, supported by the American Fruit Growers, decried the negative effects of Imperial Preferences for their capacity to export apples to the British market.8 Consequently, the struggle over the RTAA marked “the first time in the history of legislative tariff battles” that exporters mobilized in a debate over trade legislation (Exporters in Fight to Aid Tariff Bill 1934, 3). Not only was the extent of exporter mobilization novel, but their preferred target, namely, the administration, was also uncommon.9 The Secretary of Commerce, Daniel C. Roper, and the Secretary of State, Cordell Hull, for example, reported substantial support for reciprocal trade liberalization.10 Contrary to the prediction derived from the institutionalist approach, therefore, exporters managed to mobilize before the institutional change introduced by the RTAA. After the passage of the RTAA, American exporters remained politically active and formed new pressure groups, such as the National Committee for Reciprocal Trade to push for the renewal of this legislation (Egan, 1935). The Automobile Manufacturers Association explicitly supported President Roosevelt’s 1936 election campaign because it hoped that Roosevelt would reduce American tariffs to obtain “compensatory liberalizations from those countries which offered potential outlets” (quoted in Gardner, 1964:39). In particular, exporters demanded an Anglo-American trade agreement to achieve “tariff parity” in the British market with competitors from inside the Commonwealth (Drummond and Hillmer, 1989:26). The baseline of this lobbying, as succinctly put by a representative of the tobacco
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industry, was that exporters needed governmental help “to regain [their] lost trade” (U.S. Congress, House Committee on Ways and Means, 1940:2592). The Lack of Exporter Mobilization in the 1950s By contrast, in the absence of a foreign threat, American exporters remained largely aloof of trade policy debates in the 1950s. Detroit and New York, with their strong export orientation, supposedly the geographical hubs for the supporters of a liberal trade policy, were barely active in lobbying for foreign market access (Bauer et al., 1972:251-64 and 277-87). Accordingly, the number of exporters testifying in the hearings of the Committee on Ways and Means was very low in the late 1940s and early 1950s (under 5), and only slightly increased in 1953 and 1955 (to about 10) when some exporter groups opposed the imposition of oil import quotas. The weak lobbying effort by exporters is further demonstrated by the fact that before the trade negotiations of 1950 in Torquay, the Committee for Reciprocity Information received testimony from import-competing interests filling 33 boxes at the National Archives, while the few exporter statements could be packed into only three. 11 A final illustration of the political weakness of exporters at that time is the observation that the few politically active free trade interests legitimated their lobbying effort not by stressing the need to gain or maintain access to foreign markets, but rather by emphasizing the general welfare effects of freer trade policies (Ibid:143-52). It is no wonder then that some officials within the U.S. administration stressed the need to give a voice to exporter interests by supporting the establishment of an exporter organization, thus balancing the lobbying effort from import competitors.12 Particularly notable from the perspective of the protection-for-exporters argument is that the low level of exporter mobilization did not reflect a general decline in interest group activity after World War II. On the contrary, a wide variety of import-competing industries, some of them represented by the America’s Wage Earners’ Protective Conference, American
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Tariff League, and National Labor-Management Council of Foreign Trade Policy, were adamant in defending trade barriers. In 1955, for example, coal producers, potters, woolgrowers, bicycle makers, and many more united in opposition to the extension of the RTAA (U.S. Congress, House Committee on Ways and Means, 1955; Watson, 1956:691). The stark contrast between the weakness of exporter groups and the strength of importcompeting interests in the 1950s thus casts substantial doubt on the institutionalist argument that the RTAA empowered U.S. exporters (Gilligan, 1997; see also Bailey et al., 1997). The strength of import-competing interests, moreover, is difficult to reconcile with Michael Hiscox’s (1999:685) point that a “drastic, temporary reduction in import-competition for U.S. manufacturers” after World War II should have reduced the pressure for protectionism. Why were U.S. exporters so passive in the 1950s after they had vigorously pushed for trade negotiations in the two preceding decades? One possibility is that they simply did not see an advantage in getting better access to European markets crippled by wartime destruction and a lack of dollars. Quite to the contrary, by 1948 practically all countries in Europe besides Germany had reestablished or even exceeded the 1938 levels of national income and productivity, and their economies were growing rapidly (Postan, 1967:12-13). Consequently, Europe remained the principal market for U.S. exporters even in the post-war years.13 The European balance of payments, moreover, would not necessarily have suffered from reciprocal trade liberalization: a trade agreement could have stimulated European exports to the U.S. by as much as American exports to Europe.14 The reasoning is also unconvincing because in the 1930s, when most European countries were suffering from the consequences of the Great Depression, U.S. exporters were eager to conclude trade agreements. In short, the argument that exporters lack the incentives to become politically active in the absence of threats to their foreign market access can best account for the observation of little exporter mobilization in the 1950s.
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The EEC and Exporter Mobilization in the U.S. A substantial increase in the number of exporter witnesses in the hearings for the RTAA of 1958 and the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 to 33 and 30 witnesses respectively (from about 10 in 1955) illustrates the mobilization of American exporters in response to the threat created by the EEC. Among the most politically active exporting industries were the aerospace, car, electrics, electronics, machine tool, and paper sectors (U.S. Congress, Senate Committee on Finance, 1962; Barrie, 1987:200-13). Even the banking sector increased its mobilization in favor of a new approach to trade policy-making in response to the creation of the EEC.15 As a result, large groups such as the Committee for a National Trade Policy and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce lobbied Congress and the administration in favor of a trade policy that would take into account exporter interests. The exporter groups again clearly stated that their lobbying effort was a response to threats to their foreign market access, this time stemming from the creation of the EEC. In 1958, for example, the representative of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce exhibited great apprehension when he declared: “The threat of being shut out of traditional European markets by high tariffs is of acute concern to United States businessmen. [The establishment of a customs union] will place American exporters to the area at an increasing disadvantage vis-avis their competitors within these countries” (U.S. Congress, House Committee on Ways and Means, 1958:639). The representative of the Caterpillar Tractor Co. added that the administration had the task “to preserve for American industry a worthwhile place in the great new integrated market which will arise in Europe” (Ibid:255). Overall, as many as 18 of the 30 exporter witnesses in the Committee on Ways and Means in 1962 explicitly mentioned the threat of exclusion from the Common Market as the main reason for their lobbying effort (U.S. Congress, House Committee on Ways and Means, 1962).
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Agricultural interests were even more anxious about the consequences of the common market for their exports than manufacturers. Illustratively, the American Cotton Shippers’ Association insisted that American exporters could “be seriously hurt in cotton’s most important and most promising export market” because of the EEC’s agricultural policies (Ibid:434). Equally, the American Farm Bureau Federation, the National Farmers’ Union, and sectoral associations such as the U.S. Feed Grains Council and the U.S. National Fruit Export Council complained about the trade diversionary consequences of the Common Agricultural Policy. Even the traditionally rather protectionist National Grange supported the Trade Expansion Act because of concerns about the EEC’s agricultural policies (U.S. Congress, House Committee on Ways and Means, 1962:2656). While most agricultural associations simply demanded trade negotiations with the EEC, some called upon the president to threaten with retaliation in the case that the EEC did not take account of American interests. Along the latter lines, the U.S. National Fruit Export Council proposed that the U.S. should make “equivalent withdrawals” if the EEC took “action to nullify or impair concessions granted” to the U.S. (U.S. Congress, House Committee on Ways and Means, 1958:3160). This evidence provides strong backing to the argument that European discriminatory trade policies mobilized American exporters in the late 1950s and early 1960s. PROTECTION FOR EXPORTERS The previous section has set out a pattern of exporter mobilization that shows peaks in the 1930s and the 1960s, and a trough in the 1950s. This finding is in line with the predictions derived from the protection-for-exporters argument, but casts some doubt on the two challengers presented before. In the following, I will analyze to what extent the domestic balance of interests can explain trade policy choices in the three periods.
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From Protectionism to Reciprocal Trade Liberalization in the 1930s In the 1930s, proposals for reciprocal trade liberalization surged in parallel to the mobilization of American exporters outlined above, indicating that the changing balance of societal interests had some impact on trade politics. In 1931, Senator Kenneth McKellar (D, TN) suggested the repeal of the Smoot-Hawley Act, an immediate cut of all tariffs by 25 percent, and the offer of another cut of 25 percent for countries willing to increase their imports from the U.S. by an equal percentage. One year later, another tariff bill discussed in Congress included a provision giving the president the power to negotiate reciprocal trade agreements. It is interesting to note that after the House had excluded this reciprocity provision from its version of the bill, the Senate reintroduced it with the argument that the administration would need such authority, as Great Britain had announced its intention to negotiate bilateral trade agreements (Opens Senate Drive for Tariff Pacts 1932, 8). In this context, the Wall Street Journal (British Tariff May Affect Ours 1931, 1) stated: “The United States may be forced to reembark on its old policy of tariff reciprocity agreements if the present move of the British National Government leads to a permanent protective tariff policy (…)”. 16 After passing Congress backed by the Democrats, however, Republican President Herbert Hoover vetoed the bill in May 1932 affirming that import protection was critical for the welfare of the American people (Kaplan, 1996:84). Roosevelt’s victory in the presidential elections of 1932 removed this obstacle, and already in January 1933, the new economic advisor to the president, Herbert Feis, argued that the U.S. needed an agreement with the United Kingdom “precluding discrimination against each other’s trade and making for common defense against discrimination inaugurated by third parties” (quoted in Gardner, 1964:27). Nevertheless, divisions within the administration made sure that a policy of protection for exporters could not be implemented immediately. With an internationalist camp supporting the demands of the exporter groups, and a
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nationalist group influenced by the lobbying of import-competing interests (Ferguson, 1984; Gourevitch, 1986), it was not before early 1934 that Roosevelt introduced legislation for a reciprocal trade policy to Congress with the following words: Other governments are to an ever-increasing extent winning their share of international trade by negotiated reciprocal trade agreements. If American agricultural and industrial interests are to retain their deserved place in this trade, the American Government must be in a position to bargain for that place with other governments (…). If [the government] is not in a position at a given moment rapidly to alter the terms on which it is willing to deal with other countries it can not adequately protect its trade against discriminations and against bargains injurious to its interests (U.S. Congress, House, 1934:3580). Facing foreign discrimination, according to Roosevelt, the traditional policy of unilateral tariff adjustments was no longer adequate. The quotation also reveals the defensive nature of the RTAA: Roosevelt talked about “retaining” a share of world trade as well as “protecting” American trade rather than about expanding foreign market access. Shortly after, Congress passed a bill that delegated authority to the U.S. president to negotiate the reciprocal lowering of tariffs. The RTAA allowed cuts (or increases) of a tariff rate up to 50 percent of the value it had in the Smoot-Hawley Act in reciprocal agreements with countries that were the principal suppliers of American imports for the good in question. Moreover, and importantly, it allowed the administration to conclude trade pacts as executive agreements that do not require congressional approval, other than the authorizing legislation. Despite the quite far-reaching delegation of authority, the president remained restricted in several ways. First, he was obliged to include a most-favored-nation clause in all trade agreements. Only countries that discriminated against U.S. exports were to be barred from exporting under the lower duties agreed upon in bilateral agreements with other countries.17 Second, the delegation was for a period of three years only; after this phase, the president would have to ask Congress for a renewal. All decisions in Congress regarding this trade legislation followed party lines, with Democrats supporting the legislation and Republicans opposing it. This cleavage reveals that
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the Republicans, with import-competing interests dominating their platform, would surely not have passed the RTAA. The party argument, which maintains that the RTAA came about because the Democrats, traditionally the party of the low tariff, captured majorities in both Houses of Congress in 1930 and the presidency in 1932, thus has substantial explanatory power (Gourevitch, 1986; Verdier, 1994; Bailey et al., 1997; Hiscox, 1999; Schnietz, 2000). Nevertheless, two main problems limit the strength of the party explanation. On the one hand, there is little in the party account that would explain the debate concerning the negative effects of discrimination that shaped the passage of the RTAA. In contrast, the content of domestic deliberations strongly supports the protection-for-exporters argument. On the other hand, the party explanation is based on the assumption that Democrats wanted to achieve lower domestic tariffs. Reciprocity, according to this argument, was introduced to the bill mainly to make sure that lower domestic tariffs would persist even after a possible return to power of the Republicans (Schnietz, 2000:437). Yet, if lower domestic tariffs had been the Democrats’ main objective, why would they have passed the Agricultural Adjustment Act (1933), whose purpose of stabilizing domestic prices made limits on agricultural imports necessary, and the Buy America Act (1933), which had similar effects as higher tariffs? In addition, if Democrats’ only objective was to secure the continuity of lower domestic barriers, why would they have included a provision limiting the delegation to a three-year period? Permanent delegation would have required the Republicans to gain unified control of the House, the Senate, and the presidency to repeal the RTAA. Temporary delegation, on the contrary, meant that by gaining the majority in one of the chambers, or by capturing the presidency, the Republicans had the possibility to block a renewal of the RTAA. While problematic for existing explanations, these apparent inconsistencies are easily compatible with the protection-for-exporters argument that stresses the need to reduce foreign discrimination. If the aim of the RTAA was to preserve foreign market access for American
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exporters, the imposition of trade barriers to protect import-competing interests in the U.S. is a complementary rather than a contradictory policy. Reciprocal trade agreements presented a way to satisfy both major trade constituencies at the same time: they not only guarded exporters’ access to foreign markets, but could also be accompanied by specific provisions ensuring the continued protection of import-competing interests. Similarly, the inclusion of a time limit can be seen as reflecting Congress’ interest in ascertaining the effectiveness of the RTAA as a solution to the problems confronting American exporters. In short, the RTAA introduced a new concept to American trade policy that can be summarized as protection for exporters. In 1940, Francis Sayre, Assistant Secretary of State from 1933 until 1939, in a booklet with the telling name The Protection of American Export Trade, wrote: “We came to learn that a foreign commercial policy which fails to protect American export markets risks disaster for home industry and home agriculture” (Sayre, 1940:21). A contemporary article in the journal Foreign Affairs also stressed the defensive nature of the RTAA: “The trade agreements program is not in any sense a free trade program. It is merely an attempt…to restore…to American enterprise its natural markets abroad and at the same time reasonable protection for domestic industry” (Grady, 1936:295). In the years following 1934, the U.S. administration pushed hard for a trade agreement with the United Kingdom that would protect the interests of American exporters. Yet, even after several years of tough bargaining, the U.S.-British trade agreement of 1938 did not produce a major reduction of British preferential tariffs. The conclusion of a substantial trade agreement was further delayed by the onset of World War II. Nevertheless, in the Atlantic Charter (1941) and in the Mutual Aid Agreement (1942), the U.S. and the United Kingdom agreed that they would resume talks about the elimination of Imperial Preferences as soon as possible. In the autumn of 1943, and then again in the summer of 1945, U.S. and British delegations met for negotiations to deal with the question of Imperial Preferences.
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Throughout this time, as put in an internal State Department document, the U.S. was “far more interested in the elimination or reduction of the bound margins of preference in favor of British countries than in [the] reduction of the United Kingdom’s most-favored-foreign-nation tariffs.”18 The negotiations between the two sides finally produced the set of trade rules known as the GATT. The addition of a rule that prescribes nondiscrimination was one of the key American demands intended to achieve a dismantling of Imperial Preferences. 19 Nevertheless, since the U.S. was unable to convince Great Britain to abolish preferences in the form of a unilateral concession, the American administration also called for a tariff conference in Geneva in 1947. In these negotiations, the British were unwilling to accept a compromise until the Americans withdrew their demand for a tight schedule for the abolition of tariff preferences (Gardner, 1980:349-61; Zeiler, 1999:89-126).20 The U.S. hence had to accept an outcome that substantially reduced existing American tariffs in exchange for only a breach in the system of Imperial Preferences. As predicted by the second hypothesis derived from the protection-for-exporters argument, American eagerness to reduce British preferential trade barriers enabled the British to gain valuable concessions in the American market. A Decade of Stagnation In the 1950s, reflecting the bias in favor of import-competing interests within the U.S. described above, Congress passed several fairly protectionist trade bills that severely limited the president’s discretion to engage in international trade negotiations (see Table 1). Four elements of the trade bills passed between 1948 and 1958 made sure that the administration could not give concessions in trade negotiations. First, in 1948 Congress introduced a perilpoint provision, which restricted the president’s discretion to reduce tariffs below levels that the Tariff Commission deemed necessary to protect U.S. producers from injury. The following trade bills institutionalized this provision, and not before 1962 did Congress
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Table 1: Major U.S. trade bills, 1934-1962 Year Time limit Tariff cuts allowed (with Other key features of the bills (in years) base years in parentheses) 1934 3 50% (1934) Most-favored-nation clause 1937 3 Same Same 1940 3 Same Same 1943 2 Same Same 1945 3 50% (1945) Same 1948 1 Same Peril-point provision included 1949 2 Same Removal of the peril-point provision 1951 2 Same Escape clause and peril-point provision included 1953 1 Same Same 1954 1 Same Same plus national-security provision 1955 3 5% annually (1955) Strengthened national-security clause 1958 4 20% (1958) Same 1962 5 50% (1962) Peril-point provision eliminated, linear reductions allowed permanently repeal it. Second, Congress obliged the president to include an escape clause in all trade agreements that authorized the withdrawal of concessions in the case that imports damaged American producers. Between 1948 and 1962, the president used this clause to increase duties on 15 products, among them bicycles, carpets, glass, and watches (Diebold, 1962:360). Third, a national security clause first introduced in 1954 enabled the imposition of quotas on imports that allegedly threatened to impair national security. Finally, five of the six trade bills passed in that decade required renewal after one or two years, a period too short to allow for major trade negotiations. Together, these four elements made sure that the administration would not be in a position to offer valuable reciprocal concessions to foreign trading partners. As a result, although in the 1950s several rounds of tariff negotiations took place to allow new countries to accede to the GATT, they remained relatively unsuccessful in achieving their aim of reducing the tariffs of participating countries (see Table 2). As the data convincingly show, the average U.S. duty reductions in these negotiations were minimal and limited to a few product categories, causing the value of the concessions to be low. In sharp contrast, the Kennedy Round, which ended in 1967, produced a drop of 38 percent in the
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Table 2: U.S. Tariff Concessions in Trade Negotiations, 1947-1967 Round Year Reference Percent of Imports Average U.S. Year for Subjected to Duty Imports Concessions Reduction Geneva I 1947 1939 77.5 21.1 Annecy 1949 1948 0.3 1.9 Torquay 1950-1951 1949 0.7 3 Geneva II 1956 1954 0.7 3.5 Dillon 1961-1962 1960 11.6 2.4 Kennedy 1964-1967 1964 45.6 36 a in terms of total imports by product category. Sources: U.S. Tariff Commission, 1969:238; Evans 1995:17.



Value of Concessions Granteda 1,766 250 477 753 1,755 8,500



average U.S. tariff level on manufactures. U.S. tariffs on chemicals even underwent a 50 percent reduction, and tariffs on machinery and equipment a 47 percent reduction (UNCTAD, 1968:63). A possible explanation for this stagnation asserts that European countries were not interested in reciprocal tariff reductions since they needed breathing space to recover their economies after World War II. The evidence shows, however, that throughout the 1950s most of the larger European countries anticipated gains from a reduction in the still very high American trade barriers. Illustratively, in September 1951 the French Minister of Foreign Trade, Pierre Pflimlin, proposed a quite ambitious plan for tariff reductions (Curzon, 1965:89; Asbeek Brusse, 1997:125). As adopted by the GATT contracting parties in 1953, this plan would have led to a linear reduction of tariffs of about one third. The hope of European trading interests for a lowering of American duties, however, was disappointed by the very moderate delegation of negotiating authority to the U.S. president in 1955, which did not allow for an implementation of the plan. Instead of reducing trade barriers, the U.S. even used the 1955 meeting of GATT contracting parties to push through a waiver for its protectionist measures in the agricultural sector, and Congress never approved the Organization for Trade Cooperation that was supposed to be the foremost result of that meeting.21 It was thus mainly American unwillingness to move ahead with liberalization that impeded more significant advances in international trade negotiations in the 1950s. In support
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of this argument, Sidney Dell maintained that U.S. inability “to participate in the programme [of multilateral trade liberalization] blocked it for the other countries as well—unless the latter were prepared to reduce their tariffs against the United States unilaterally, which hardly seemed reasonable” (Dell, 1963:111). While this interruption of the trade liberalization process is completely in line with the predictions derived from the protection-for-exporters argument, it provides a serious challenge for the two alternative accounts of U.S. trade liberalization outlined above. It also casts some doubt on a geopolitical explanation of trade policy-making, as trade liberalization stagnated at a time when the U.S. could have been expected to use trade policy to strengthen its allies in the Cold War. The New Turn towards Trade Liberalization in the 1960s U.S. trade liberalization in the 1960s has so far attracted little attention by political scientists. Most studies of U.S. trade policies hence ignore the importance of the renewed shift towards liberalization that took place in this decade. Being able to provide an explanation of these developments would thus signify a major step forward in our understanding of U.S. trade policies. I suggest that the mobilization-of-exporters argument established in this paper goes far in explaining the increase in tariff cutting authority contained in the RTAA of 1958 and the Trade Expansion Act of 1962. The repeated statements by decision-makers that American trade policies had to change to protect the interests of exporters, the strong similarity between interest-group demands and policies enacted, the presence of several provisions in the Trade Expansion Act that were explicitly aimed at the EEC, and the American concentration in trade negotiations upon maintaining access to the EEC all support this contention. In 1958, in his message to Congress, President Dwight D. Eisenhower avowed that an extension of the RTAA was “necessary to carry the trade agreements program through the early formative years of the European Economic Community” (reprinted in Schlesinger,
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1973, Vol. 1, 330-332, here:331). Although the resulting trade bill enabled the administration to engage in negotiations with the EEC in the Dillon Round, the meager results achieved in this round failed to alleviate American exporters’ fears. Consequently, new ideas were launched for a more far-reaching round, which would have the objective of protecting American export interests (Winand, 1993:173-90). In a report solicited by Congress’ Joint Economic Committee and submitted in November 1961, Christian A. Herter, former Secretary of State, and William L. Clayton, former Undersecretary of State, even suggested the need for a formal link with the EEC, perhaps through membership of the U.S. in the EEC, to protect American trading interests (Ilgen, 1976:175-76). While not going quite as far, President John F. Kennedy also linked the establishment of the EEC to the need for new trade authority. With the formation of the EEC being “the greatest challenge of all [those confronting the U.S. at that time]” (Kennedy 1962b:162), the President maintained: “[As] the new external tariff surrounding the Common Market replaces the internal tariff structure, a German producer – who once competed in the markets of France on the same terms with our own producers – will achieve free access to French markets while our own producers face a tariff. [In] the absence of authority to bargain down [the EEC’s] external tariff, as the economy of the Common Market expands, our exports will not expand with it. They may even decline” (Kennedy 1962a). In the Trade Expansion Act, consequently, the President requested authority to cut tariffs linearly by 50 percent in reciprocal trade agreements. A special rule permitted the complete abolition of duties for industrial goods for which the U.S. and the EEC together accounted for at least 80 percent of world exports, excluding intra-EEC trade, in a reciprocal agreement with the EEC. If the United Kingdom had joined the EEC in the early 1960s, as seemed probable at that time, this provision would have covered 50 percent of U.S.-EEC trade (Curzon and Curzon, 1976:179). It would have removed tariffs on the industrial products for which observers expected trade diversion to be
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most significant, including cars, machinery, and nearly all chemicals. The provision, with its focus on the EEC, provides strong support for the protection-for-exporters argument. Both the House (298:125) and the Senate (78:8) accepted the Trade Expansion Act with clear majorities, suggesting that Congress decided to increase the discretion granted to the president in trade negotiations to tackle the challenge of the EEC. Several factors beyond the creation of the EEC may have had an impact on the passage of this trade legislation. For one, national security concerns may have contributed to support for the bill. The use of national security arguments to legitimize protectionist trade policies in the 1950s, however, illustrates the limits of an explanation purely based on this factor. Alternatively, control of the Presidency and majorities in Congress by the same party, namely, the Democrats, may explain the more far-reaching delegation of trade authority included in the Trade Expansion Act (Lohmann and O’Halloran, 1994). Yet, the extent of trade delegation had already increased in the RTAA of 1958, when a Democratic Congress faced a Republican president. Moreover, most of the quite protectionist trade bills of the 1950s were passed under conditions of unified government. In short, it seems difficult to explain the passage of the Trade Expansion Act without making reference to the mobilization of exporters in response to the creation of the EEC. The American administration used the authority it received in the Trade Expansion Act to push for the protection of exporters through the lowering of European discriminatory trade barriers in the Kennedy Round. Realizing the U.S.’s eagerness to achieve a reduction of discrimination, however, the EEC’s negotiators demanded a disproportional reduction of high U.S. tariffs rather than accepting a simple linear reduction. They also insisted on the repeal of the American Selling Price system, a protectionist method of evaluating some chemical tariffs based on the price of the good in the U.S. market instead of the import price (Preeg, 1970). The U.S. administration’s acceptance of these demands, which it had rejected in previous
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negotiations, is in line with the prediction that the mobilization of exporters compels excluded countries to accept a balance of concessions that they would have declined in the absence of the creation of a preferential trading arrangement among foreign countries. Moves towards trade liberalization in the U.S. in more recent decades seem to follow a similar logic. The discrimination produced by the EEC’s enlargement to include the United Kingdom in 1973 again stimulated a powerful reaction by American exporters. As put by the representative of the Emergency Committee for American Trade, “We do not want to sit on the sidelines while the Europeans and others go about making permanent arrangements affecting our interests” (U.S. Congress, House Committee on Ways and Means, 1973:659). This lobbying was critical in enabling the passage of the Trade Act of 1974. Even now, the aim of protecting exporter interests against foreign discrimination remains a driving force behind American trade policies. The new wave of regionalism, and in particular the European Union’s (EU) attempts to obtain preferential access to Latin American markets by way of trade agreements with Chile (2002) and the Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR, under negotiation) has motivated exporter groups under the leadership of the Business Roundtable and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce to lobby for American initiatives that would guarantee their access to emerging markets (Stone, 2001). This mobilization of exporters provides a rationale for the U.S.’s vigorous pursuit of preferential trade negotiations in the last few years. EXTENDING THE EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS The foreign reaction to the establishment of NAFTA demonstrates the applicability of the argument to countries other than the U.S. The creation of NAFTA was a key cause of the decline in the EU’s share of Mexican imports from 11.4 percent in 1994 to 8.5 percent in 2000 (calculated from data in Inter-American Development Bank, 2004:69). NAFTA’s discriminatory effect was reinforced by the Mexican decision to increase its tariffs against non-NAFTA countries following the economic crises in 1994 and 1998, augmenting the tariff
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advantage for U.S. and Canadian companies in the Mexican market. As a result, European exporters started to voice concerns about losses of market access in Mexico. As stated by the Financial Times (De Jonquières, 1996:5), “[t]here are growing complaints in Brussels that European exporters have been put at a disadvantage by the North American Free Trade Agreement.” The German peak business associations, for example, stressed the competitive disadvantages they faced in the Mexican market vis-à-vis American competitors and therefore demanded the rapid conclusion of a preferential trade agreement with Mexico (Deutsche Firmen sollen in Mexiko nicht den Anschluß verpassen 1999, 21). Heeding this pressure, the EU engaged in trade negotiations with Mexico from 1995 onwards. Decision-makers clearly understood that a trade agreement with this country was necessary to protect the interests of European exporters. Illustratively, a French ambassador, when defending the need for such an agreement, stated: [I]t is urgent for us to form a bond between the European Union and Mexico. Why? Because, due to NAFTA, the Americans and Canadians have a tariff advantage which, in many cases, is around 18 percent. The French exporters are pulverized by an 18 percent difference. Our interest, due to NAFTA, is to have an agreement with Mexico, and we are going to do it (Tordjman, 2000:115). After several years of negotiation, the EU and Mexico signed a free trade agreement in March 2000, which will lead to free trade in industrial goods by the year 2007. The schedule of tariff reductions was specifically chosen to help European exporters reestablish equal conditions with the NAFTA countries as soon as possible. Accordingly, the EU’s Commissioner for Trade, Pascal Lamy, praised the agreement for putting the EU “on a level footing with the U.S. and Canada in the Mexican market” (Commission of the European Communities, 2001). The creation of NAFTA and Mexico’s trade agreement with the EU also had a contagious effect on Japan. The peak business association in Japan, Keidanren, strongly advocated a free trade agreement with Mexico, arguing that this country’s free trade agreements cost Japan exports in the height of around 400 billion Japanese yen in 1999
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(Nippon Keidanren 2003). In early 2004, supporters of a free trade agreement with Mexico established a “national council” to promote this policy vis-à-vis the Japanese government. The pressure by business interests on the Japanese bureaucracy and government finally became so strong that not even intense counter-lobbying by agricultural interests could impede the conclusion of a so-called Economic Partnership Agreement in 2004 (Manger, 2005). This agreement reflects a substantial policy shift for Japan, which by then only had a preferential agreement with Singapore, concluded one year earlier. The two examples of the EU and Japan responding to the formation of NAFTA thus illustrate the explanatory power of the protection-for-exporters argument beyond the case of the U.S. CONCLUSION I have proposed that exporters’ tendency to lobby more in defense against losses than in favor of additional foreign market access can explain the pattern and timing of the liberalization of U.S. external trade policies. The reason for this bias towards lobbying against losses is that when facing an opportunity, an exporter is uncertain about whether she will really be able to reap the benefits from mobilization, and thus fails to become politically active. If an exporter already has a presence in a foreign market, however, and feels that the trade policies of that country threaten her presence, she is sure that she herself will benefit from maintaining foreign market access and thus increases her lobbying efforts. Especially the creation of a preferential trading arrangement that imposes costs upon exporters barred from participation is likely to stimulate a substantial mobilization of exporters in excluded countries, prompting the governments of these countries to engage in policies aimed at the protection of exporter interests. The argument also shows that the mobilization of exporters increases this government’s eagerness to achieve a lowering of foreign discriminatory trade barriers, leading to the expectation that it should be willing to concede more in trade
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negotiations than it did before the creation of a preferential trading arrangement among foreign countries. Upon empirical examination, this explanation fares very well. American exporters mobilized in response to the establishment of the system of Imperial Preferences in the 1930s and in reaction to the creation of the EEC in the late 1950s. This mobilization sharply contrasts with the decade from 1947 to 1958, when American exporters, in the absence of a challenge to their foreign market access, failed to mobilize and the process of trade liberalization stagnated. These observations provide substantial support for the hypothesis that exporters increase their level of political activity in response to losses of foreign market access. American trade policies largely reflect the resulting shifts in the strength of exporter lobbying. The mobilization of exporters explains why the objective of protecting the interests of American exporters became important for American trade policy choices in the 1930s and the late 1950s. Both the RTAA of 1934 and the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 were designed to allow for a reduction of foreign preferential trade barriers, and thus to reestablish equal conditions for American exporters in the European market. To achieve this objective, as predicted by the second hypothesis of the protection-for-exporters argument, the U.S. had to offer substantial concessions to European countries. This account provides for an alternative perspective on U.S. external trade policies. Most importantly, it identifies the trigger that can explain the pattern and timing of trade liberalization, so far missing in most explanations of U.S. trade policies based upon changes in societal demands. At the same time, it takes issue with institutional approaches, which stress changes in political institutions that either simply weakened the influence of importcompeting actors on policy outputs or empowered exporter interests. Contrary to institutionalist interpretations, I demonstrate that exporters had already mobilized before the delegation of trade authority to the president in the RTAA, but did not do so in the 1950s.
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Besides advancing existing explanations for U.S. trade liberalization, the present account also provides a rationale for the European acceptance of trade liberalization during these decades, namely, the larger concessions European countries could expect in transatlantic trade negotiations in exchange for a reduction of their own trade barriers. In addition, whereas hegemonic explanations treat the founding of the GATT as an expression of American strength after the end of World War II, following the protection-forexporters argument, the American insistence on the need for a multilateral trade agreement that secured adherence to the nondiscrimination rule was a result of America’s weakness in the face of foreign discrimination. The U.S. thus did not act as a leader in international trade policy; rather, it was forced to react to foreign developments. Finally, contradicting frequent claims, the article shows that the international trade regime established after World War II, with the GATT as its most prominent feature, would have achieved little with regard to trade liberalization absent the creation of the EEC. Whereas trade negotiations led to trade liberalization without GATT in the 1930s, they did not do so in the 1950s when it had already been created. The GATT thus may have helped states pursue specific trade policies, but the existence of an international institution is neither a necessary nor a sufficient condition for trade liberalization. With the penultimate section having demonstrated the possibility of extending the analysis to countries other than the U.S., I suggest that the protection-forexporters argument has the potential to offer original insights into international trade policies and therefore should receive a more prominent place in theories of trade policymaking.
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NOTES 1



As an exception to this generalization, Lohmann and O’Halloran (1994) argue that periods of unified



government, when the same party controls both Congress and the Presidency, should see more liberalization than periods of divided government. Karol (2000) criticizes their argument for not taking into account the realignment of the trade policy stances of the two parties in the postwar period. 2



Whereas many current political scientists seem to ignore this pattern, both the immediate observers of



American trade policies in the 1950s and historians agree with the interpretation given here. See Diebold, 1962 and Zeiler, 1999. 3



As Destler and Odell, assisted by Elliott (1987) show, some exporters also lobby against domestic import



restrictions when they fear negative consequences of such protectionism for their exports. 4



Vernon (1966:200) supports this conclusion when pointing out that “threat in general is a more reliable



stimulus to action than opportunity is likely to be”. Currency fluctuations may also produce losses of foreign market access, but their effect on mobilization levels is more ambiguous. Even if currency appreciation makes exports more expensive, exporters may have little incentive to lobby in response, as they also gain from cheaper foreign inputs and a higher value of their assets. Other exporters may be able to hedge against the risk of currency fluctuations and thus do not have to rely on government intervention. 5



See in particular Table 1 in Aitken, 1973:885.



6



Tasca, 1938:17; Tariff Bargaining Urged 1933, 25; and several documents in National Archives at College



Park (NACP), State Department Records, Central Files, Record Group (RG) 59, Decimal File, 1930-39, File 611.0031. 7



Telegram to President Roosevelt, 8 June 1933. NACP, State Department Records, Central Files, RG 59,



Decimal File, 1930-39, File 611.0031. 8



International Apple Association to Henry L. Stimson, Secretary of State, 1 September 1932. Ibid.



9



This may explain why Schnietz (2003:218-19), who used archival materials of the House Committee on Ways



and Means and of several legislators to study lobbying activities by trade associations, found that a substantial majority of groups took a protectionist stance. 10



Letter by the Secretary of Commerce to the Secretary of State, 7 July 1933. NACP, State Department Records,



Central Files, RG 59, Decimal File, 1930-39, File 611.0031; Hull 1948, 370. 11



NACP, Records of the Committee for Reciprocity Information, RG 364.2, Boxes 69-105.
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12



State Department document, 23 July 1952. NACP, State Department Records, Central Files, RG 59, Decimal



File, 1950-54, File 411.0041. 13



Between 1948 and 1958, the share of total American exports going to France and Germany was constantly



between 7.3 and 11.5 percent. Calculated from data in U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976. 14



Asbeek Brusse (1997:136-38) shows that in 1952 as many as 570 U.S. tariffs on manufactured goods exceeded



the average of the four largest West European countries. Reducing these tariffs should have substantially increased European exports to the U.S. 15



Bauer et al. (1972:283) write with regard to the banking community in the Wall Street: “In 1962, it must be



conceded, [the bankers] were somewhat more active. (…) They shared the general alarm over exclusion from the Common Market.” 16



The “old policy of tariff reciprocity agreements,” which the quotation refers to, was introduced by the



Underwood Act in 1913, but discarded by Congress in 1922. 17



For countries discriminating against U.S. exports, the Smoot-Hawley tariff levels would remain intact.



Goldstein (1993:151-52), simply discards this provision as an expression of “contradictory visions of reciprocity.” Rather, I would argue, this provision was intended as a threat to achieve a reduction of foreign discrimination. 18



“The Nuclear Approach”, 11 April 1945:5. NACP, State Department Records, Central Files, RG 59, Decimal



File, 1945-49, File 411.0041. 19



The U.S.’s secret negotiations with Canada aiming at the formation of a discriminatory trade arrangement



between the two countries, which took place at the same time, further supports the view that U.S. politicians did not follow economic beliefs when pushing for the norm of nondiscrimination to be enshrined in the GATT. 20



The problem, as put by Stafford Cripps, President of the British Board of Trade, was that even an offer of an



all-round cut of American tariffs by 50 percent, as permitted in the 1945 trade legislation, would not be considered sufficient compensation by the United Kingdom for a “dismantling” of Empire Preferences. See Toye, 2003:922. 21



Even the fact that the U.S. administration supported Japan’s accession to the GATT in this meeting does not



cast doubt on the conclusion that import-competing interests dominated U.S. trade policies. Japan only accounted for 2.7 percent of total American imports in 1954. Calculated from data in U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1976.
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